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1. Introduction

Solutions of the iterated equation of generalized axially symmetric
potential theory [1],

(1) Ll{f) = 0,

where the operator Lk is defined by

Lk{f) = d2fldx*+8*fldy*+ky-i dfjdy,

will be denoted by fk
n), except that when n = 1, fk will be written instead

of fk
1]. It is easily shown [2, 3] that

(2) /i"1^*/1-*/^*,
by which is meant that any function fk

n) can be expressed in the form
y1~kfi!lk and, conversely, for any function f£lk, yY~hi(^lk is a solution of (1).

The particular case n = 1 of this relation:

(3)

is well known as Weinstein's correspondence principle [1] and it is for this
reason that (2) was described in [3] as the generalized Weinstein corre-
spondence principle.

Weinstein and others, notably Payne [4], have made great use of this
relation in discussing physical problems, particularly in the field of the
two-dimensional and axially symmetric flow of an inviscid, incompressible
fluid. In such problems it is convenient to consider the pair of equations

(4) £,W=0, L_,(V)=O,

for the velocity potential 4> and the stream function y>, the parameter p
taking values 0 and 1 for two-dimensional and axially symmetric flow
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130 J. C. Burns [2]

respectively. If solutions of (4) are denoted by <f>P and y>p, the correspondence
principle (3) becomes

(5) V 0 ^2/ 1 + p ^ + 2-

The problem of determining the flow about a given symmetrical body
when the flow is uniform at infinity can be simplified by the use of this
principle (5) which, in Weinstein's words [1], 'reduces the determination
of ^ j , to the determination of the electrostatic potential <f>v+2 of the body
with the same meridian profile but in a space of two more dimensions.'
The procedure is set out by Weinstein [1] and by Payne [4] who applies
the method to find the stream function for bodies such as a spindle, lens,
spheroid set in a stream which is uniform at infinity. The correspondence
principle provides a powerful and systematic method for dealing with all
of these problems.

The aim of this paper is to show how the generalized correspondence
principle (2) can similarly be used to systematize the treatment of problems
involving the solution of the iterated equation (1). It will be shown that in
several classes of such problems the generalized correspondence principle,
together with an appropriate choice of general solution of (1), can be used to
set up a general procedure which leads automatically to a successful analysis.
The method will be illustrated in some problems in the Stokes flow of a
viscous fluid which are analogous to the problems in in viscid flow mentioned
above; in these problems the stream function xp satisfies the equation
L'ij,(y)) = 0. Payne and Pell [5, 6, 7] have discussed these Stokes flow
problems and have carried out the difficult analysis required to produce the
solutions. As would be expected, essentially the same detailed calculations
are required however the problems are approached but the new procedure
proposed here sets these calculations in a unified context and provides a
natural approach to them.

In one simple case, when the boundary in the x—y plane is the circle
r = a, a formal solution is obtained for equations (1) for a general value
of n. This case is interesting in that it reveals explicitly the need for
appropriate restrictions on p for given n for the solution to satisfy both the
conditions at infinity and those on the boundary of the circle. In particular,
the impossibility of a solution for two-dimensional Stokes flow (p — 0,
n = 2) past a circular cylinder is clear.

2. Statement of problem

The problem to be considered is the generalization of the classical
hydrodynamical problem of determining the flow when a uniform stream
is disturbed by an axially symmetric obstacle (or system of obstacles).
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Weinstein [1] states the problem for n = 1 and shows how to solve it
using his correspondence principle. Payne and Pell [5, 6, 7] discuss the
corresponding problem for the case n = 2 in the context of Stokes flow and
their accounts form the basis of the following statement of the general
problem.

It is required to find a function ^(x, y) which satisfies the equation

(6) L%{W) = 0

in the region of the plane y ^ 0 exterior to the boundary which can be one
of two types (i) an arc C which joins two points on the z-axis but otherwise
lies above the £-axis; or (ii) a closed contour C which lies entirely above
the z-axis. (Payne and Pell in fact consider the more general case in which
there are several curves C or C.)

The function W must be such that on the curves C or C,

8s W
(7) ¥ =¥ 1, 0 f o r l ^ s ^ » l ,

dv*

where v denotes the normal directed into the region defined above. The
constant % will be zero in case (i) but in case (ii) it will have a non-zero
value which is prescribed. (In some problems the value of % is fixed by the
physical conditions: see Pell a.nd Payne [7].)

Since W is in any case constant on C or C, the tangential derivatives
of W are all zero there. Thus, to ensure that the normal derivatives vanish
it is sufficient to require that the derivatives in some direction other than
the tangential be zero. Thus, provided C and C have their tangents parallel
to the x-axis only at isolated points, the conditions (7) on W can be replaced
by conditions expressed in a form which facilitates the calculations: on C
or C, W must be such that

dsW
(8) ¥=X. = ° for l^s^w-1.

cxs

Finally, to ensure uniform conditions at infinity, it is required that

(9)
where r2 = x2-\-y2.

The two cases (i) and (ii) distinguished above will now be considered
separately.

When the boundary profile is a curve C joining two points on the a;-axis,
W — 0 on C and the function W is conveniently expressed in the form
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y)(x, y) must be such that LZ^ip) = 0, ip = o(yp+1) as r -*• oo and, on C,

Uyp+X d'w
(10) y,= ——, — = 0 f o r l < s 5 S « - l .v ' r p+1 dx* ~ ~

It is here that the generalized correspondence principle is first invoked
to transform the problem; this is made possible by the occurrence of the
factor yp+1 both in the form assumed by W at infinity and in the corre-
spondence principle. The function y> is replaced by Uyp+I<f>l(p+1) where
^ is a solution of the equation

(11) L&ffl = 0

and must be such that <f> -> 0 as r -> oo and <f> satisfies the conditions on C:

884>
(12) <£=1, ~ = 0 f o r l ^ s ^ w — 1 .

ox"
The problem is thus reduced to finding this function <f>, for which the

boundary conditions on C and the conditions at infinity take a simple form.
Once (f> has been found, the original function W is given by

(13) n*,y) = j^{i-<i>(*,y)}-

When the boundary profile consists of a closed curve C in the upper
half of the plane, W — % on C and W should be expressed [7] in the form

Uyp+1

w(x' y> TVT v(
p+1

where y>(x, y) and y)(x, y) are chosen so that each satisfies equation (6),
each is o(yp+1) as r -*• oo and on C, y> satisfies conditions (10) while f
satisfies conditions (12) (with ip written for cf>). The correspondence principle
is used again to transform y> into <j> exactly as before so that the problem is
reduced to finding the two functions <j> and y>, satisfying equations (11)
and (6) respectively and each satisfying conditions on C of type (12).
The original function W is then given by

Uvp+1

(14) W{x, y) = -JLj {\-4>{x, y)}+xv(x, y).

3. General solutions of LJ(/) = 0

In solving equations (11) and (6), both of type (1), it will be necessary
to make use of general solutions of (1) which express the solution as linear
combinations of terms involving arbitrary functions fk which are solutions
of the simple equation Lk[f) = 0.
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In particular, use will be made of the solutions

(16) /*_„„_

The solution (15) was given by Weinstein [8] and is valid for all k while (16),
given in [9], is valid for k ^ 1 — 2i where i = 0, 1, 2, • • • (w—2).

4. Use of curvilinear coordinates

It is clear that the application of the boundary conditions (12) will be
much simplified if orthogonal coordinates f, r\ can be chosen in the x—y
plane so that the curve C or C is given by, say, | = £0. In these coordinates,
the boundary conditions (12) are easily shown to become:

(17) when f = £0, <f> = 1 and —- = 0 for 1 <I s 5S w—1.

Coordinate systems of this type will be used in all the examples considered.
When £ and r\ are related to x and y by an equation of the form

x-\-iy — z(£-\-ir]) = 2(£), it is known that if h2 = |^z/i£|~2. then

(18) Lk(f)

where y = F(£, rj) will be a known function of £ and r\.
Furthermore, if g = y*/2/, then

(19) £*(/)

5. Application to circular boundary

The simplest class of problems to be considered is conveniently
illustrated by the case when the profile in the x—y plane is the circle
r = a. The aim is to find a function W to satisfy equation (6), boundary
conditions (7) (with % = 0) on the circle r = a and condition (9) at infinity.

From sections 2 and 4, it can be seen that the problem reduces to
solving equation (11) subject to the conditions <f> ->• 0 as r -> oo and,
o n r = a,

8s <j>
(20) <£ = 1, —7 = 0 f o r l ^ s ^ M — 1 .

Weinstein's general solution of the iterated equation, quoted in (15),
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and the solution fk = r~k of the equation Lk[f) = 0 are now used to produce
a solution of (11) in the form

where the coefficients A|n) are to be determined from the boundary condi-
tions (20). Before this is done however, it can be observed that the condition
</) —>• 0 as r -> oo is satisfied only when p > 2(w—2). This means, in partic-
ular, that in the case of two-dimensional Stokes flow past a circular cylinder,
given by p = 0, n = 2, there is no solution satisfying all the conditions —
the Stokes paradox.

If, for any q, {q)0 = 1, (q)s = q(q+l) • • • (q+s—1), the system of
linear equations Es for the coefficients Aj"1 resulting from boundary condi-
tions (20) can be written in the form

(21) "2 (0+2-2O.AJ"' = <5Os- 0 ^ s ^ n - 1 ,
(=0

where (5Os is the Kronecker delta. This set of equations is equivalent to the
set consisting of the equation £0 and the s—1 equations obtained by the
operation Es+1—(p-\-4:~2n-\-s)Es for 0 fS s :£ n—2. If new coefficients
A'"-1' are defined so that

2(w-l -t)X\n) = -{p+4:-2n)^n-1), 0 £ t ^ w-2,

the new system of equations is
n - 1

24-> = i,
(22)

2 (^+2-20sA<"-1) = «5o8- 0 ^ s ^ n - 2 .
(=0

Comparison of (21) and (22) shows that the key step has been taken towards
establishing the solution of (21) by mathematical induction. It is now
readily conjectured and proved without difficulty that

The solution for <f> is

and the corresponding solution for W is given by (13) as
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6. Application to problems in which <j> = 0(§)

The method operated successfully in the last section because the
profile on which the boundary conditions were to be applied was given by
r = a and it was possible to express the function <f> in terms of r only. This
in turn depended on the availability of the solution r~k of the equation
Lk(t) = 0.

In general, when a profile has equation f = | 0 say, solutions will be
obtained in just the same way if a solution / = /*.(£) can be found of the
equation Lk(f) = 0. This can certainly be done when the coordinates £, rj
are such that y = Y(f, rj) can be factorized so that Y(f, rj) = Y1(£)Y2(rj).
In this case it can be seen from (18) that the equation Lk{f) has a solution
/*(£) given by

where a is a constant to be chosen so that fk(£) —> 0 as r ->• co.
Weinstein's general solution (15) then leads to a formal solution of

equation (11) for <f> given by

and the existence of a solution depends on the possibility of finding functions
/p+2-2t(f), for all the relevant values of t, which satisfy the conditions at
infinity. When the solution exists, the coefficients Xt are found from the
boundary conditions (17) in the same way as in the previous section.
If the profile in the meridian plane is of the first type considered in section 2,
the function W is then given in terms of <f> by (13). If the profile were of
type (ii) however, a similar calculation for f in the form

n - l

V = 1 Ptfp-ttG)

would be needed for W to be given by (14).
The method can be illustrated in the case when the profile in the

meridian plane is an ellipse. If the coordinates | , rj are such that
x-\-iy = c cosh (£+«?), the curve £ = f0 is an ellipse. Since y = c sinh I sin rj,
Y(£) = sinh f and the appropriate solution fk{£), satisfying the condition
at infinity is

It is clear that the integral converges and the solution exists only for k > 0.
For Stokes flow, where n — 2,
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Accordingly, there is no solution in the two-dimensional case p = 0. When
p = 1, for axially symmetric flow, the boundary conditions (17) give

When these equations are solved for Ao, Xx and the resulting function <f>
is put into (13), the stream function for Stokes flow past an ellipsoid of
revolution in a uniform stream is obtained as

sinh* | sin* , [l - \\{c\+1) log °-±± -c

where c = cosh £, c0 = cosh | 0 and

f(c0) = 4(^+1) log C j ^ - c 0 .

This stream function was given by Payne and Pell [5] in their equation
(8.7) which, however, contains a slight misprint.

7. Further applications

Solutions of the problem stated in section 2 which have been considered
so far have depended on the ability to separate the variables in the equation
Lk(f) = 0 when it is expressed, by means of (18), in terms of coordinates

S.n-
If a new variable g = yhl2f is introduced, (19) shows that the equation

Lk(f) = 0 becomes

dg d2g klk-2)
(23) — H g = 0.

Further cases which can be solved arise when the variables separate in this
equation and this occurs when | and rj are related to x and y so that

In particular, when (Wy2)^1 = F(i), a family of functions gk satisfying
(23) can be found which are typically of the form

(24) gk = Xh{%, | ) cos xr,

where oc is an arbitrary separation constant. In (24), it is assumed that the
functions Xk{a., £) can be chosen so that y~k/2gk ->• 0 as r -> oo and that the
variables f, r\ have been defined so that cos ct.r) is the appropriate form for
the factor depending on tj.
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From (24), a solution gfe(|, r\) is obtained in the form

gk{£, V) = ^aA{«,)Xk((x., | ) cos xr/

where the summation process denoted by Sfa must be chosen to suit the
range of values assumed by r\ in the region of the x—y plane under con-
sideration, a Fourier integral being required when r\ has an infinite range,
a Fourier series when r\ has a finite range such as (0, 2n). The result is a
solution fk(g, rj) of the equation Lk(f) = 0 in the form

(25) /*(!, n) = y-k/2(l tfSr.AttoXtix, £) cos *V

where y = Y(|, rj) as before.
This function can be used as the basis for solving the problem of

section 2. The cases (i) and (ii) distinguished there are treated slightly
differently and the method hinges on the choice of an appropriate general
solution of the iterated equation of the type (1) which is involved.

When the boundary in the meridian plane is of type (i), an arc C
joining two points on the x-axis, it is necessary to find a function <f> satis-
fying equation (11). The general solution chosen is that given by (16),
with p-\-2 in place of k. It will be observed that the powers of y = F(^,»?)
involved in the terms of (16) and in (25) are such that each term in the
resulting general solution for <f> has the same power of y as a factor.
Accordingly, provided p ^ — 1—2i for 0 5S i 5S »—2, (f> is given by

(26) y*(f, V)4,(i n) = s?a {"l Bt{*)XiX+it{*. £)] cos *v

where A = ^ + 2 — « and the functions Bt(ci) = A2X+it{a.) have to be
determined from the boundary conditions (17). As before, the existence of
the function <£(!, t]) depends on the existence, for the relevant values of t,
of the functions X2X+it(<x., f) which satisfy the required conditions at infinity.

If YA(£, rj) = F(g, y\; X), it is easily shown that the conditions (17)
yield the following set of equations for the functions At{a.):

^"( fo . V. V = &a f i *i(«)*S+4i(«. fo)) cos «? for 0 ^ s :£ » - l ,

the superset ipt (s) denoting the sth partial derivative with respect to | .
If, in each of these equations the summation process Sfa is inverted, a set
of n linear equations for the functions Bt(x) is obtained:

•F(£o. «: *'• s) = 2 Bt(x)Xi'l+it(x, | 0) for 0 ^ s ^ n-l,

where ^*(l0, a; X; s) is the appropriate transform of -F(')(f0, r}\ X).
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When these equations are solved for Bt(x), the function <f>(g, rj) is
obtained and (13) then gives the required function W.

When the profile in the x—y plane is of type (ii), a closed curve C
in the upper half-plane, it has been shown in section 2 that, in addition to
finding a function </> exactly as above, it is necessary also to find a function
ip satisfying equation (6) and boundary conditions (17) (with ip replacing <f>).
In finding ip to satisfy (6), it is convenient to use the generalized corre-
spondence principle (2) to write ip as yp+1$ where $, like <f>, satisfies equation
(11). $ is then found in the same way as <j>, the only change being to increase
by p-\-l the power of y which is a common factor of the terms making up
the general solution. The result of this is to change the parameter X which
occurs in the solution for <j> to n = A— p — 1 = —^p+l—n. The rest of the
procedure remains the same and when <j> and $> have both been obtained,
(14) gives

The method is illustrated by showing how to find the stream function
for axially symmetric Stokes flow of a viscous fluid in two cases previously
considered by Pell and Payne [6, 7] who have solved the problems in detail.
The account given here will be limited to demonstrating the systematic
approach provided by the present method, the analysis being carried only
far enough to link it to the original authors' presentation.

7.1. Stokes flow past a spindle

The profile in the meridian plane in this problem (see [6]) is the arc
of a circle with centre on the «/-axis joining the points (±c, 0) on the rc-axis.
Coordinates | , r\ are chosen so that

x-\-iy = ic cot •£(£+«?)

and the profile can then be taken as the curve £ = | 0 . The region of flow
is given by 0 < £ :g f0, — co < r) < oo. Since h2y2 = sin21, the method
given above can be applied and the range of values of v\ shows that the
summation process <9̂ a should be an integration with respect to a. In the
case when q = \(k—\) is an integer, Payne [4] has obtained the basic
solution /„(£, tj) corresponding to (25) as

/„(£, n) = (cosh ^ -cos $)k/*f~Ak{a.)KM{cos f) cos <x»?i<x

where (q) denotes the qth derivative with respect to the argument and
Ka(cos I) is a Legendre function of complex degree known as a conal func-
tion. When this function is used to construct a general solution for <£(£, tj)
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the result obtained, corresponding to (26), for axially symmetric Stokes
flow (p = 1, n = 2), is

(cosh J?-cos f )-*(£(£, rj)

= Jo°° {B^K^cos £)+sin2£J32(oc).Kf(cos £)} cos aajda.

Bx(a) and B2(a'l are to be found so that ^ = 1, &/>/££ = 0 when f = f0,
following the procedures outlined above.

At this stage, however, the analysis can be connected to Pell and
Payne's [6] by observing that the function Ka(t) satisfies the equation

(«.*+i)Ka(t) = 0.

This can be used to transform (28) into

(29)
= JJ0 {A (a) cos £KW{cos £) + B(x)Ka(cos f)} cos

where the new functions A (a), B(<x) are simply related to 51(a), B2(OL).

(29) with the conditions j> = 1, d</>/df = 0 when £ = | 0 to determine A (a)
and B(x), may be compared with Pell and Payne's equation (2.6) and
conditions (2.3), (2.4) to show that the two procedures are essentially
equivalent.

Once <f>(£, rj) has been found, (13) gives the required function W.

7.2. Stokes flow past a torus

In this problem (see [7]), the profile in the meridian plane is a circle,
with its centre on the y-axis, lying entirely above the x-axis. If coordinates
f, rj are chosen so that

x+iy = —c cot (£+«?).

such a circle is given by r\ = ??0 and the region exterior to the circle is given
by 0 5S fj < rj0, 0 5S f < 2jr. It will be noted that the boundary is given by
tj = 7]0 rather than by | = f0 as in the rest of this paper. It will be necessary
therefore to interchange the parts played by I and r\ but this slight incon-
venience has been accepted as the use of a notation essentially the same as
that used by Pell and Payne [7] facilitates comparison with their results.

Since h2y2 = sinh2 rj, the method of section 7 is applicable and the
range of values of | shows that the summation process £fa should be a
Fourier sum over integral values of the parameter a. In the case when
q = \{k—1) is an integer, Weiss and Payne [10] show that the basic solution
/*(£» v) corresponding to (25) is

/*(£, n) = (cosh ry-cos |)*/2 f' ^ P ^ c o s h r,) cos nf
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where (q) denotes the qth derivative with respect to the argument, 2 '
indicates that the term for n = 0 is to be multiplied by \ and Pn_i (cosh rj)
is a Legendre function.

The first problem to be solved here is that of finding the function <£.
For this case of axially symmetric Stokes flow with p = 1, n = 2, <£(£, rj)
is given by a relation corresponding to (26):

(cosh rj-cos £)-**(!, n) = 2 ' {BlnPn^{cosh v)
(30) »=o

+B2n sinh2 rj P ^ c o s h rj)} cos »f.

The coefficients Bln, B2n are to be found so that <£ = 1 and d<f>jdrj = 0
when rj = rj0.

Again the analysis can be switched to Pell and Payne's [7] by noting
that PB_j(0 satisfies the equation

-toP^it) = 0.
This is used to transform (30) into

(cosh ry-cos !)-4<£(f, n) = 1 ' {An cosh rj P ^ c o s h rj)
0n=0

B P ( h )} cos

which, with the boundary conditions on <f>, may be compared with Pell
and Payne's equation (3.13) and conditions (3.7).

It is also necessary to find the function $ which is given in terms of
the basic solution fk(£, rj) by an expression similar to (26) but with the
modified parameter ju instead of X. The expression obtained for $>, is

(cosh rj—cos £)2#(f, rj) = sinh2 rj j [ ' {BlnPn . (cosh rj)

+ B2n sinh2 rj P^ ( cosh rj)} cos «| .

As before, this is transformed to

(cosh rj—cos f )̂ <?(£> v) = sinh2 rj 2 ' {Cn cosh rj P^2i(cosh rj)
+DnPn_i{coshrj)}cosnZ

which, with conditions $ = 1, d(f>ldij = 0 on ?j = % corresponds to Pell
and Payne's relation (3.24) and conditions (3.8).

When j> and $ have been determined, W is given by (27) which corre-
sponds to Pell and Payne's (3.34) (in which there is a misplaced brace).
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